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A. KOTTARIDI 

THE EXCAVATION IN THE NECROPOLIS OF AIGAI IN 2001 

 

An illegal excavation was the reason to investigate one of the hundreds of tumuli of 

the Aigai necropolis located on the northwestern edge of the cemetery, next to the 

public road connecting Vergina to Palatitsia. Having a diameter of about 20 m and a 

height of about 1.5 m, this tumulus was rather small and its exterior presented no 

particular interest. However, its excavation gave the opportunity to throw light on the 

question of the successive uses of these monuments throughout the various historic 

periods, while certain new individual discoveries enhance without contradicting the 

image that we already have1 of the burial customs in Aigai. 

As the ceramic and a bronze eight‐shaped pin shows, a tumulus of approximately the 

same height and somewhat smaller diameter had been constructed in this place in 

order to cover one or more Early Iron Age burials. The partly destroyed rubble 

enclosure, which has been “cut” by the more recent burial constructions, seems to 

belong to this phase. 

Later, during the reign of Alexander the Great, when the area to the northwest of the 

cemetery close to the location of the tomb of Philip II became too crowded, some 

people decided to use the ancient monument in order to bury their dead. They dug a 

large pit and in it they cremated the dead (a woman or a young girl) together with her 

offerings. In the place of the burial pyre her golden earrings, the needles from her 

bronze pins, one pelike and a large dark‐dyed kantharos with a gilded wreath around 

its neck, one askos, four small skyphoi, one unguentarium‐amphoriskos and an undyed 

ladle have been found. 

When the fire went out, they dug next to the pyre and used mud-bricks to construct a 

rectangular underground case to place inside the wooden larnax (cist) with the burnt 

bones of the dead. Continuing the ancient custom first accounted in Homer2, they 

made a circle with stones around the case and the pyre, thus “cutting” the Early Iron 

Age enclosure on the northwest part, and raised the tumulus again. 

A bit later, in the northwest -within the limits of the old enclosure‐ a child was buried, 

most probably a boy, a student, as the stylus found with him indicates. This dead was 

                                                           
1 See A. Kottaridi, AEMTh (Archaeological Work in Macedonia and Thrace) 10A, 1996, 79‐92; id. 
“The custom of cremations and the Macedonians”, Cremations in the Bronze and the Early Iron 
Ages. Symposium proceedings. Rhodes 29/4‐2/5/1999 (2001), 359‐371 with bibl.; and 
“Discovering Aegae, the old Macedonian capital” in Excavating Classical Culture, Studies in 
Classical Archaeology 1 (2002) 75‐82. 
2 Iliad 23 255‐257 



cremated too. His bones had been kept in a wooden larnax (cist) and then placed in a 

spacious rectangular mud‐brick case, with a floor coated with yellow earth‐clay. Inside 

the case there were the funerary gifts as well: the iron stylus, one silver spoon, pieces 

of a figurine, one miniature jug and a bronze cetacean that probably decorated a 

wooden objet, a pyxis or a toy, in any case not the larnax, since, as the traces of the 

bones show, this was kept somewhere else. 

At the end of the century, one more dead was buried in the tumulus in a mud‐brick 

grave, which was constructed to the north of the previous one. This grave had been 

looted. However, in its deposit pieces of burnt vessels have been found -most probably 

the remains of the funerary pyre of the dead. 

Over the graves of the woman and the child the traces of the funerary rituals have 

been found: marks of offering pyres and pieces of two broken ladles that had been 

used for the libations. 

Much more interesting data, though, comes from the excavation of one plot located to 

the southeast of the royal tombs, near the Vergina Town Hall, in the heart of the 

necropolis of the historic times. Within an area of one stremma (1000 m²), not yet 

entirely excavated, eighty burials have come to light until now. 

The two utilization layers of the area are easily distinguished, the overlying stratum 

that corresponds to the late Hellenistic and the Early imperial years (2nd c. BC – 1st c. 

AD), which is the last phase of the city of Aigai, and the underlying, which corresponds 

to the phase of the prime of the city, containing burials dating from the 6th until the 

end of the 4th century BC.   

The burials of the late years are usually found at a higher level, almost in the surface 

stratum of the plot, leveled by the use in more recent years, a fact that does not allow 

conclusions in relation to surface marking, but it is very probable that circular rubble 

enclosures and low earth tumuli would have existed here as well. The graves of this 

phase are scattered amongst the older ones, in many cases seeming to ignore them by 

“cutting” or covering them. The main orientation is along the East‐West axis, there are 

however a couple of deviations. The graves are simple pits, cist‐graves built with mud‐ 

bricks or -rarely‐ slate plates and tile‐covered. Two cremations were found, and in one 

case even with the remains of the burial pyre containing of the burnt vessels used as 

funerary offerings, however most of the dead had been interred. Many of the burials 

have no offerings; in the cases where they do, they are usually poor, reflecting the 

general decline of the city in the years of the Roman occupation.   

After the removal of the Late Hellenistic stratum, the pits of the older burials appear. 

Thirteen graves of the Late Archaic times have been found, along with twelve of the 5th 

and thirty‐one of the 4th centuries BC, only seven of which date to the last third of the 

century.   



In the northwest corner of the plot had probably been a burial of the archaic times, 

probably disturbed, as indicated by the presence of the pieces of one kantharos, one 

oenochoe and one iron pin. With the exception of three mud‐brick graves of the 4th 

century, all the other graves were simple pits, large of small, with or without a bench. 

As in the cemeteries of the area of the mountainous Macedonia3 from the 6th century 

until the late years of the reign of Philip II, all the graves are oriented along the 

North‐South axis and arranged in regular lines traced almost parallel in space, giving 

the impression of a well organized cemetery. Along the lines groups of graves are 

found lying is close clusters, letting us guess at the close relation among their 

occupants. The existing indications allow us to say that in all the cases, and irrespective 

of their sex, the dead lied with their head pointing to the south. 

In many of the older pits there are huge stones on the side or near the feet of the 

dead, usually as if fallen and in any case having been moved from their initial position. 

This recurring feature gives the impression that this is not a matter of chance. It is 

possible that these huge stones had been initially used for the marking of the graves. 

With few exceptions that can be counted on the fingers of one hand, all the graves had 

been disturbed and violently looted. As it already has been pointed out4, this 

phenomenon, which is not limited to the big built tombs but is also observed in the 

simpler pit graves, cannot be interpreted as mere looting and it is definitely not 

connected to what usually happens in other ancient cemeteries. I believe that in this 

case a systematic looting took place, a total destruction of the necropolis that can only 

be connected to the one committed by the Gallic mercenaries of Pyrrhus, when they 

took over Aigai, not only with the purpose to steal, but mainly to disgrace and 

humiliate the Macedonians by offending their sacred and holy places, an event that 

apparently was engraved in the minds of those who had experienced it and that 

Plutarch, writing many centuries later, considered worth mentioning5. 

It is characteristic that the objects lying near the feet of the dead -usually clay vessels‐ 

and were not of any particular interest for the sacrilegious looters were found intact. 

Therefore, even in looted graves these objects are found in their original place and 

together with the finds from the deposits, they help us form a picture of the actual 

situation. Of course these are not graves of prominent people; however, the types and 

the quality of the offerings attest the more general prosperity of the city in the 6th and 

5th centuries BC.   

The Corintian exaleiptra and the large cotylae are particularly popular, while some 

aryballoi, valuable glass perfume bottles and idiosyncratic local kylikes also exist. In the 

                                                           
3 See. A. Kottaridi – Ch. Brekoulaki, AEMTh 11, 1997, 109‐114 
4 A. Kottaridi, AEMTh 12, 1998, 406‐407 and AEMTh 3, 1989, 1‐11 
5 Pyrrhus 26,11 



5th century the cotylae are replaced by the skyphoi, which along with the smaller bowls 

will be the dominant objects until the times of Alexander III, while lekythia of all kinds 

replace the exaleiptra. White lekythoi also exist (sherds of them have been found), 

apparently rather popular in Aigai during the Peloponnesian War. 

The figurines were few in number, as was the jewellery that was not stolen, mainly 

beads and signet rings. Of course there were also weapons: spears, lances, makhairai, 

even swords. The image of prosperity is enhanced by the presence of metal vessels 

and accessories, which, having always been of considerable value, are the favourite 

spoils of the looters. 

Finally, worth mentioning are the “salt shakers”, a type of vessels that recently gained 

unexpected publicity being involved in the discussion around the identification of the 

dead in the tomb of Philip II. These objects appear in Aigai already in the Archaic Era 

and continue to exist until the times of Philip II, Alexander III and later on. They come 

from carefully excavated undisturbed burial groups, can be dated with utmost 

precision and adequately illuminate the sequence of their typological evolution. 

The ongoing excavation of the necropolis of Aigai presents every year valuable data 

that shed more and more light on the image of the first city of the Macedonians, yet 

the most impressive find after the discovery of the tomb of Eurydice in 1987 is 

the monumental city wall investigated in the last years by associate professor P. 

Faklaris, which we hope will soon be publicized by the excavator. 
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